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PRESS RELEASE 

 
 

Ryan Johnson  -  Ambien Eyes 
 
 
 
 

Tuesday 22 May at 19:00, the Gallery FRANCOSOFFIANTINO ARTECONTEMPORANEA shall be opening Ryan 
Johnson and Sam Lewitt exhibitions, their first European solo show. 
 
 
 
Ryan Johnson’s (1978,Karachi, Pakistan; lives in New York) sculptures feel like props pulled from a dream or a 
nightmare. Using an array of ‘traditional’ sculptural materials, such as clay, foam and wood, as well as photographs and 
readymades, Johnson’s work seems to spring fully-formed from that twilight territory between wakefullness and sleep, 
reason and absurd.  
In Ambien Eyes (amber), Johnson made and photographed small constructions of eyes which stare back at the viewer, 
bringing such familiar objects as staples, marker caps, bolts, paper cups and thread to life. The title refers to the popular 
prescription sleeping pill, Ambien, and alludes to recent reports of bizarre behaviour displayed by some users of the drug 
such as sleep-walking, sleep-eating, sleep-driving and even sleep-shopping. Somnombulist eyes are open, but vacant, 
not seeing ‘objectively’ as in everyday life. In Bust (woman) and Bust (man), faux-aged monumental busts become 
pedestals for target practice cans as evidence of transgressive amusement. Time is collapsed as the holes burred into 
the ‘dilapidated’ sculptures, from, what feels like, ‘centuries’ worth of decay, are mirrored by the bullet holes which rip 
through the cans in an instant. Dripped enamel paint dissolves the forms of the busts, both visually and conceptually, as 
it is used as a shorthand for weathering.  Similarly, in Clean White Sock, a robust home-made sculpture of a prosthetic 
leg, pencil lines stand in for leg hairs.  Head Wind  is a wall-mounted sculpture consisting of four airplane trays and 
meticulously fake airplane food. The contents of the trays have been jolted up into the air and frozen there, severe 
turbulence in suspended animation. 
 


